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ENJOY! Here is the very first newsletter from CENSSS. The newsletter aims to give you a monthly update 

on CENSSS related things that have happened in the previous month – big or small.  

 

Norsk mikrosatellittkonferanse 

The fourth annual Norsk mikrosatellittkonferanse was held on Monday 9th of May. The conference 

focused on various aspects of small- and- microsatellites with presentations from students, universities, 

research institutes and industry. 

You can read about it here: https://www.mn.uio.no/censss/english/news/norsk-

mikrosatellittkonferanse.html  

 

Workshop on Digtal Twin and TruePLM 

Thank you to the Jotne team for arranging the workshop on Digital Twin and TruePLM.  

You can find the presentations here: https://www.mn.uio.no/censss/english/news/workshop-on-digital-

twin-and-trueplm.html 

 

 

Gemini center for small satellites 

CENSSS will join SINTEF and NTNU in creating a new Gemini center for small satellites. The center is 

funded for 2022-2026. The aim of the center is to join forces to create an internationally outstanding 

scientific community for technology development and research on small satellites. 

You can read more about it here: https://www.mn.uio.no/censss/english/news/newly-established-

gemini-center.html  
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CENSSS in the news 

Et steg nærmere å finne liv på Mars: – Et av de beste stedene å lete 

Link: https://www.nrk.no/nordland/mars-roveren-perseverance-leter-etter-liv-i-tidligere-innsjo-pa-

mars-1.15796303 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Announced positions 

Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Space systems and services 

The position is devoted to analyses and exploration of data from Earth-Observation satellites and 

satellite systems, and the development of new exploitation models, applications, and services from 

New-Space satellites. 

Deadline: 29th of May 2022 

Link: https://www.jobbnorge.no/en/available-jobs/job/224953/postdoctoral-research-fellow-in-space-

systems-and-services  

Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Space Sensors and Systems; Satellite Mission Manager 

We are seeking a postdoc to act as a mission manager for an Earth observation satellite, working in 

concert with other CENSSS activities related to sensor development as well as data analysis and 

exploitation. 

Deadline: 15th of June 2022  

Link: https://www.jobbnorge.no/en/available-jobs/job/223690/postdoctoral-research-fellow-in-space-

sensors-and-systems-satellite-mission-manager 
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